ABSTRACT Sentences in first-order predicate logic can be usefully interpreted as programs In this paper the operational and fixpomt semantics of predicate logic programs are defined, and the connections with the proof theory and model theory of logic are investigated It is concluded that operational semantics is a part of proof theory and that fixpolnt semantics is a special case of model-theoret:c semantics KEY WORDS AND PHRASES predicate logic as a programming language, semantics of programming languages, resolution theorem proving, operaUonal versus denotatlonal semantics, SL-resoluuon, flxpomt characterization CR CATEGORIES' 4 22, 5 21, 5 24
We use the interpretation of predicate logic as a programming language in order to compare the notions of operational and fixpomt semantics of programming languages with the notions of syntax and semantics of predicate logic. We show that operational semantics is included in the part of syntax concerned with proof theory and that fixpomt semantics ~s a specml case of model-theoretic semantics. With this interpretation of operational semantics as syntax and fixpoint semanncs as semantics, the eqmvalence of operational and fixpoint semantics becomes a special case of Godel's completeness theorem.
This paper is concerned with the analysis and comparison of some of the most basic notions of logic and computatmn As a by-product it is virtually self-contained and requires only a general knowledge of logic but no special famiharity with the operational and fixpoint semantics of programming languages.
A Syntax of Well-Formed Formulas
It is convement to restrict attention to predicate logic programs written m clausal form. Such programs have an especially simple syntax but retain all the expressive power of the full predicate logic.
A sentence Is a finite set of clauses.
A clause is a disjunction Li V " • • V Ln of literals L,, which A set of clauses {C1 .... , C,,} is interpreted as the conjunction, C1 and.., and Cn. A clause C containing just the vanablesx~,..., xm Is regarded as universally quantified:
for all x~, . .., x,n C For every sentence S~ m predicate logm there exists a sentence Sz in clausal form which is satisfiable ff and only ff S~ is. For this reason, all questmns concerning the validity or satisfmbility of sentences m predmate logm can be addressed to sentences m clausal form. Methods for transforming sentences into clausal form are described m [16] .
We have defined that part of the syntax of predmate loDc which is concerned with the specification of well-formed formulas. Aspects of syntax concerned with proof theory are dealt with m the next two sections.
The Procedural lnterpretauon
It is easiest to interpret procedurally sets of clauses which contain at most one posmve hteral per clause. Such sets of clauses are called Horn sentences. We distinguish three kinds of Horn clauses. (1) [] the empty clause, containing no hterals and denoting the truth value false, is interpreted as a halt statement. In the procedural mterpretatmn a set of procedure declaratmns ~s a program. Computatmn ~s inmated by an mitml goal statement, proceeds by using procedure declaratmns to derive new goal statements from old goal statements, and terminates with the derivation of the halt statement Such derivanon of goal statements is accomplished by resolution [20] , which is interpreted as procedure invocatton. Gwen a selected procedure call A, reside the body of a goal statement A~ V "" VA,_~ V,a., VA,+l V "'" V-4n In general, any derivation can be regarded as a computation and any refutation (i.e. derivation of D) can be regarded as a successfully terminating computation. However only goal oriented resolution derivations correspond to the standard notion of computation. Such a goal-orwnted denvatton from an initial set of Horn clauses A and from an mitml goal statement C~ in A ~s a sequence of goal statements C1, • •., Cn such that each C, contains a single selected procedure call and C,+1 is obtained from C, by procedure mvocat~on relatwe to the selected procedure call in C, using a procedure declaration m A In model ehmlnatlon [131, ordered linear resolution [19] , and SL-resolutlon [12] , the selection of procedure calls ~s governed by the last m/first out rule: A goal statement is treated as a stack of procedure calls. The selected procedure call must be at the top of the stack. The new procedure calls which by procedure lnvocanon replace the selected procedure call are inserted at the top of the stack. The more general notion of goal oriented derivation defined above corresponds to computation with coroutines [10] . Computation with asynchronous parallel processes is obtained by using the sphttmg rule [2, 8, 231 .
Pre&cate logic is a nondetermmistic programming language: Given a single goal statement, several procedure declarations can have a name which matches the selected procedure call. Each declaratton gwes rise to a new goal statement. A proof procedure which sequences the generanon of derivations m the search for a refutation behaves as an mterpreter for the program incorporated in the initml set of clauses. These and other aspects of the procedural interpretation of Horn clauses are investigated m greater detad elsewhere [10] The procedural interpretation has also been investigated for non-Horn clauses [11] . However, m this paper we restrict ourselves to Horn clauses.
Example
The following two clauses constitute a program for appending two lists. The term cons(x,y) is interpreted as a list whose first element, the head, Is x and whose tad, y, ~s the rest of the list. The constant nil denotes the empty list. The terms u, x, y, and z are varmbles. Append(x,y,z) denotes the relationship: Z is obtained by appending y tox.
(1) Appen(nd,x,x).
(2) Append(cons(x,y)~z,cons(x,u))V Append(y,z,u) To compute the result of appending the list cons(b,nil) to the list cons(a,nil), the program is actwated by the goal statement
where v is a varmble and a and b are constants, the "atoms" of the hsts With this goal statement the program is deterministic. With a goal directed theorem prover as interpreter, the following computation ensues:
C1 = Append(cons(a,nil),cons(b,ml),v),
where 0~ is the substitution v "= cons(a,w) and 0z is w := cons(b,nil). The result of the computation is the value of v in the substltuUon 0102, which is v := cons(a,cons(b,nd)).
Operational Semanttcs
To define an operational semantics [22] for a programming language is to define an implementation independent interpreter for it For predicate logic the proof procedure behaves as such an interpreter
We regard the terms containing no variables which can be constructed from the constants and other function symbols occurring m a set of clauses A as the data structures which the program, incorporated m A, mampulates. The set of all such terms is called the Herbrand universe H determined by A. Every n-ary predicate symbol P occurring in A denotes an n-ary relation over the Herbrand universe of A We call the n-tuples which belong to such relations mput-output tuples and the relaUons themselves input-output relations.
Given a specific inference system, the operational semantics determines a unique It needs to be emphasized that only goal oriented Inference systems correspond to the standard notion of operational semantics, where procedure calls are replaced by procedure bodies. In theory, however, any inference system for predicate logic specifies, implicitly at least, an abstract machine which generates exactly those derivations which are determined by the given inference system Notice that in our treatment predicate logic programs compute relations. The relations computed are denoted by predicate symbols in the defining set of clauses A. Those special relations which are functions are also denoted by predicate symbols The function symbols occurring m A do not denote functions computed by the program but construct the data structures which are the input and output objects of the relations (or functions) computed.
It Is a significant application of the proof theory of resolution systems to the computation theory of predicate logic programs that if A is consistent and A ~-P(tl, ..., tn) then there exists a resolution refutation of A & P(x~, ..., x,) in which the vanablesx~, ..., x, are eventually mstantiated to terms which have t~ .... , tn as an instance. More generally, if A I-P(t~, ..., t,), then for any subset of the arguments tl, ..., t, of P there exists a computation which accepts those arguments of P as input and computes the remaining arguments as output. A useful practical consequence of this fact is that a predicate logic program can first be written to test that a given relationship holds among the members of an n-tuple of objects but can later be used to generate, from some subset of objects in the n-tuple given as input, the remaining objects in the n-tuple as output. See, for example, the goal statement 3(a) below. Another important consequence is that variables occurring m input or output can be used to represent incompletely specified data See, for example, the goal statement 3(b) below. It is these considerations which motivate the terminology "input-output relation" for the relation denoted by a predicate symbol in a set of clauses.
Given a consistent set of clauses A representing a program and given a goal statement C, the Herbrand universe for A can be different from the Herbrand unwerse for the set of clauses AO{C}. Although this is an interesting case to consider, we assume for simphcity that it does not arise and that C contains only constant symbols and function symbols occurring in A. Similarly we assume that A always contains at least one constant symbol.
Example (x ,cons(a,y ) ,cons(a ,cons(b ,cons(a,nil) ) ) ) , where a, b, and nil are constants, and x and y are variables. With this goal statement the program behaves nondeterministicaily: There are two computations, one ends with x := nil, y := cons(b,cons(a,nil)), and the other ends with x := cons( a ,cons( b ,nil)), y := nil. Activated by a goal statement with this pattern of constants and variables, the program checks whether a particular item occurs in the given list and gives a different computation for each different occurrence. For each occurrence of the item, it determines the list of items preceding the given occurrence as well as the list following it.
Example. The program for appending can also be activated by the goal statement: (3b) Append(cons(b,nll) ,y,z), where b and nil are constants and y and z are variables. Starting from this goal statement there is one computation. It ends with z := cons(b,y), which can be interpreted as stating that z is the list whose head is b and whose tail is the unspecified input y.
Model-Theorettc Semanttcs
There is general agreement among logicians concerning the semantics of predicate logic. This semantics provides a simple method for determining the denotation of a predicate symbol P in a set of clauses A:
where X ~ Y means that X logically implies Y. Dz(P) is the denotation of P as determined by model-theorettc semantics.
The completeness of first-order logic means that there exist Inference systems such that derivabdity coinodes with logical imphcatton; i.e. for such reference systems X I-Y iffSl = Y.
The equivalence of operational and model-theoretic semantics Di(P) = Dz(P) is an immediate consequence of the completeness of the inference system which determines Dl.
In order to make a comparison of the fixpoint and model-theoretic semantics, we need a more detailed definition of D2. A literal, clause, or set of clauses is false in I iff it is not true. If A is true in I, then we say that I is a Herbrand model of A and we write I=1 A. It is a simple version of the Skolem-Lowenheim theorem that a sentence A in clausal form has a model tff it has a Herbrand model.
We can now formulate an explicit definition of the denotation determined by the model-theoretic semantics. Let M(A) be the set of all Herbrand models of A; then NM(A), the intersection of all Herbrand models of A, is itself a Herbrand interpretation of A. If A contains the predicate symbol P, then the denotauon D2(P) is the relation associated with P by the Herbrand interpretation AM(A). In symbols, 
D2(P) = {(t,
.
. t.) E AM(A).
Notice that the above equahty holds for any set of clauses A even if A is inconsistent. If C is a goal statement, then
Ctr=A1V"" VAm, m>0, Aa,...,AmEAL.
Therefore for all I E L, A1 .... , Am E I. C is false in I, contrary to assumption that IEL.
{P(a) V P(b)}, where a and b are constants, is an example of a non-Horn sentence which does not have the model-intersection property: {{P(a)}, {P(b)}} is a nonempty set of models, yet its intersection Q5 is a Herbrand interpretataon which is not a model.
Flxpomt Semanttcs
In the fixpoint semantics, the denotation of a recursively defined procedure is defined to be the minimal fixpomt of a transformation associated with the procedure definition. Here we propose a samdar definmon of fixpomt semantacs for predacate logic programs. In order to justify our deflnmon we first desq;ibe the fixpomt semantacs as it has been formulated for more conventaonally defined recurswe procedures. Our description follows the one gaven by de Bakker [6] Let P ~ B(P) be a procedure declaration in an Algol-like.language, where the first occurrence of P as the procedure name, where B(P) is the procedure body, and where the occurrence of P in B(P) dlstmgmshes all calls to P in the body of the procedure. Associated with B as a transformation T which maps sets I of input-output tuples into other such sets J = T(I). When the transformation T is monotonac (which means that T(I~) C T(I2) whenever I~ C lz) the denotahon of P as defined as
n{l : T(I) C 1},
which is adenhcal to the antersection of all fixpolnts of T,
and which is atself a fixpomt (the least such) of T.
In a similar way a transformation T can be assocmted with a finite set of mutually recursive procedure declarations ' The minimal flxpoint of T, which exists when T is monotonic, can be decomposed into components, the ,th of which is the denotation of the procedure P,. By means of the procedural interpretation, the fixpoint semantics of predicate logic is defined similarly. A set of Horn clauses of the formA VA~ V • " • VAIn, where m >/0, is interpreted as a set of mutually recursive, possibly nondetermlmstlc, procedure declarations We restrict the definlhon of the fixpolnt semantics of predicate logic programs to sentences A which are sets of such procedure declarations. 
The Semantics of Predicate Logic as a Programmmg Language

The transformation T associated with A is defined by T(I) = Ti(I) U ... U Tn(I).
The input-output relation associated by J, = T,(/) with P, can be regarded as the relation obtained by "substituting," for the procedure calls in the declarations of P, in A, the appropriate input-output relations associated by I. This interpretation of T, is analogous to the corresponding definition for conventionally defined recursive procedures. A simpler definition of T, which is less directly analogous to the conventional definition, is the following: T(/) contains a ground atomtc formula A E H iff for some ground instance Co-of a clause C in A, Co. = A VA1V " • " V.,4m andA~ .....
Am EI, m >-O.
Notice that, independently of I, T(/) always contains all ground instances Ao. of unquahfied assertions A in A (corresponding to the case m = 0 in the definition of T(/)).
Let C(A) be the set of all Hcrbrand interpretations closed under the transformation T, i.e. I E C(A) fff T(/) C 1. The denotatton of a predicate symbol P occurring in a set of procedure declarations A, as determined by the fixpomt semanncs, Is
As a corollary of the theorem below, NC(A) is itself closed under T and therefore D3(P) is the smallest set of input-output tuples closed under T. In conventional fixpomt theory this fact is proved by using the monotonicity of T.
Model-Theorettc and Fixpomt Semanttcs
We shall show that for sets of procedure declarations A, model-theoretic and fixpoint semantics coincide: D2 = Ds. It would be sufficient to show that NM(A) = AC(A), but it is easy to prove that even M(A) = C(A). 
Operational and Fixpomt Semantics, Hyperresolutton
The eqmvalence Di = D3 between operational and fixpoint semantics, which follows from the equivalences 1)1 = D2 and D2 = D3, has different interpretations depending upon the reference system which determines D~. Here we investigate the interpretation associated with a particular inference system based upon hyperresolutlon [21] .
For ground procedure declarations the definition of hyperresolutlon is very simple: This last fact is usually proved m the fixpoint theory by demonstrating the continuity ot the transformation T.
Conclusion
For arbitrary sentences X and Y of first-order predicate logic, proof theory determines when X ~-Y and model theory determines when X ~ Y. We have argued that m the procedural interpretation, operational semanttcs ~s proof theory and fixpoint semantics is model theory. On the other hand, operational and fixpoint semantics only deal with the case where Y is a set of ground atomic formulas. Moreover, fixpoint semantics only deals with X, a set of procedure declarations. We believe that the added generality of proof theory and model theory has useful consequences.
The completeness theorem of first-order logic states that the relations b of derivabihty and ~ of logical lmphcation are equivalent. For goal oriented inference systems this equivalence establishes that various computation rules compute the relation determined by the fixpoint semantics. More generally, this equivalence can be used to justify various rules (such as Scott's induction rule [6] ) for proving properties of programs.
We have argued that various notions of the conventtonal theory of computing can be understood in terms of the classical theory of predicate logic. We beheve moreover that the predicate logic theory has further contributions to make both to the theory and to the practice of computing.
